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Frederick C. Newcombe.

(with three figures)

Some years ago, when the author had to make use of the klinostat

for extensive experimentation, the work went so slowly with one

machine that means were sought to secure the operation of several

klinostats at the same time without incurring the expense incident to

the purchase of a number of the costly machines in common use.

After some attempts to construct apparatus on too light and too cheap
a scale, the apparatus here described was designed and manufactured
^ith the cooperation of Mr. Ralph Miller, at that time university

mechanician. It has been used extensively for seven years, and has

answered every demand made upon it. It is herewith described

partly in response to several inquiries by men in other universities,

and partly with the hope that it will be welcomed as offering a means
for various kinds of research now practically impossible with the

spring machines.

This apparatus can be provided with a horizontal and a vertical

klinostat to run at the same time, the whole costing less than a Pfeffer

J^achine; and the number of turn-tables can be increased almost

indefinitely. Moreover, it will carry a much greater load than the
spnng khnostats.

I. CENTRIFUGES.

Used

^or both the centrifuges and klinostats the same motive power is

an electric or a water motor. I have found it convenient to

ave both kinds of motors; for while the electric motor runs more
^enly and with less noise, the current is more liable to interruption
rom one cause or another. Should one have the advantage of a

^onstant head of water, secured by a tank with constant water level,

suggested by x\rthur,=' a water motor alone would suffice.

' Contribution 83 from the botanical laboratory of the University of Michigan.

RTHUR,Water power for botanical apparatus. Proc. Indiana Acad. Sci. 1897 :

as

156.
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By a series of pulleys on shafts, as shown in fig. i, any desired

speed of revolution can be secured. In the figure two centrifuges

are shown for revolution on a horizontal axis. The centrifuge nearer

the motor shows a large chamber fastened to the revolving plate, as

already described from this laboratory by Reed,^ while the ccntrl-
+

fuge at the right carries a plate of ordinary size— about 15

diameter.
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Fig. I.— Electric motor (a) and two horizontal centrifuges {b and c)

II. THE KLINOSTATS.

fig immediatelyine eeniniuges oi pg. i are immeuiaieiy luiucli imv^ "—

—

the interposition of a worm reducing gear between the motor and the

first shaft pulley. Fig. 2 shows the apparatus set up for klinostat

revolution; but in this figure, instead of the simple shafting with

figpiuLc aucicneu, as in jig. i, we nave a bpccitti luim wx ^v...-^.--

a form capable of revolution about either a vertical (a), a honzonta

axis (5), or any obUque axis.

III. DESCRIPTIVE DETAILS.

The chief excellencies of this apparatus are found in what ma>

be termed its unit construction, enabhng an interchange of parts
""'

an indefinite increase of turn-tables. The shafts are all the same

diameter, the pulleys are interchangeable, and the shaft suppo

and

all the same size.

1901

3 Reed, A damp-chamber for use on the klinostat. Jour. Apph ^ i*^^^"'
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The »w/or^.— Instead of temporizing with cheap motors, it is

better to purchase those of known efficiency at the outset. A one-
fourth horse-power will do the work well. A constant water pressure
or a constant electric current will demand only one motor. Neither
of these sources of power being always constant at this university, I
had to purchase both kinds of motors. The water motor is a Pelton

\ HP with a water head of about lo*". The electric is a Sprague-
Lundell pattern, \ HP. Both motors have a speed of 1,600 revolu-
tions per minute.

a

barl 7'l'~'^^^^
klinostats {a and b), the worm gear (c), and the electric motor

^^ ot the worm gear.

The worm gear
{fig, j, a).— As made by IMiller this reducing

gear IS manufactured in two sizes. In the smaller size the pulley

\nC
^^ ^^^ ^°^"^ ^^^ ^^^ *^^*^' ^^^^ reducing the speed to o.oi;

^ _

e arger size the pulley has 200 teeth, thus reducing to 0.005.

^^

SI es this reduction caused by the worm, the pulley attached to the

^j

^"^ ^^^^ ^nd receiving the belt from the motor is four times the

by "^h^^
°^ ^^^ pulley of the motor shaft. Thus the total reduction

four
^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ brings the 1,600 revolutions of the motor down to

With l!^*^^

°^ ^^^'^ times per minute, according to the use of the pulley

jj
,

^°° ^^^th or 200 teeth. A revolution of four times per minute

pla t

^-^^ ^^o^^'n by CzAPEK^ to bring in centrifugal action unless the

^dih
^^^* ^^^^^^ ^'"^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ °^ revolution; and hence, for

^ y neutralizing the effect of gravitation, one should still further

^'^PF-K, Untersuchungen iiber Geotropismus. Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 27: 243. 1S95.
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from

orm gear and the first klinostat. By

the Interposition of one such pulley, the speed of the first khnostat can

be reduced to one revolution per minute^ which is slow enough for

objects less than one meter from the center of revolution. If desired,

speed may be still farther reduced by other pulleys between the worm

gear and the klinostat-

The shafls (fig, j, d). —The shafts arc of half -inch cold rolled

steel, and are cut to any length.

The shaft supports {fig. j, c), —These supports have a total

minimum height of 12.5''"', and by raising the upper part of the

support may be extended to a height of 15.
5*^"^. This adjustment of

the height of the support allows the shaft to be leveled up when the

table or other object to which the supports are fastened is not level.

The lower part of the support is a socket in which the stem of the

upper part is held by a set-screw. The brass cojlar at the upper end

of the support acts as a bearing, as shown in fig. i, and automatically

rm
through it. (fig

of a tuning-fork, the stem of which is held in the socket below, and

between the forks of which is received a plate projecting from the

lower side of the collar above. An iron pin passing through the arms

of the fork and the plate of the collar suspends and hinges the collar,

and thus allows the automatic tilting. The three movements allowed

the upper part of the support— that of vertical movement in the socket,

rotation in the socket, and tilting of the collar— give ready adjustment

to all possible faults of mounting of the shafts, prevent all bmdmg,

and have much to do with the easy running of the machines.

The pulleys
(fig. j, J).— The pulleys for the horizontal shaftj

are of cast iron, and made with three steps of 4, 8-5) ^^^ ^5

diameter respectively. Each step has a peripheral thickness of i

and has turned in it a V-shaped groove to take a quarter-inch leather

belt. The pulleys are fastened to the shafts by set-screws.

Special turn-tables {fig. 2, a and b; fig. 3, 6)--The foregoing

apparatus is sufficient for centrifuges and klinostats revolvmg '^i

horizontal axis. For revolution about a vertical axis the machm^

shown in the fip-nrp'^ rpfprr^H to h^avp been made. They ha^e

cin

ctn
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base 20X14X2.5''™, An iron support screwed to this base rises

vertically and carries at its upper end a horizontal arm which holds

a collar through which passes the half-inch shaft of the machine.

One end of this shaft, as shown in the figures, receives a brass' two-

step pulley, and the other end the usual plate for supporting the

object under experiment. This plate is of heavy brass 15-20'"" in

diameter, and has cut in it three equidistant radial slots which

receive the ends of brass posts. The brass posts have shoulders

which rest upon the brass plate on the upper side (fig. 2, a), while

nuts on the opposite side secure the posts at any desired distance from

-^

«i^

a h c
/^^^ji^^riit

- ^ ^^^^T^i T^^^^l*^
. "jf'.^Xx-vLij-^xp ^^ ^-^VrfV^V>-«i--- V<i-.

Fig.
3

pulleys {d).

1

Worm gear (a), turn-table (b), shaft standard (c), and shaft and

the
J

center. The free ends of the posts have a thread on which runs

a nut to be screwed down over the edcje of a flower-pot or other con-

tainer.

^iit horizontal arm projecting from the support rising irom inc

^se is held against the vertical support by a heavy friction screw

Passing through the vertical support and into the horizontal arm.

nis friction screw is turned by a removable steel rod passing through

^^ head of the Qrr^w "Rtr ^r.r.\r^^^\r,i^^r^a thp fnCtiOU SCrCW, thlS

"^achin

of the screw. By manipulating the friction screw,

or obli

' may be set with its shaft at any angle desired, allowing the

kHnostat f^ K^ ...^A
fQj. revolution about a vertical, horizontal,

{fig
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Idler pulleys and support. —For adjusting the klinostats to cramped

positions, or to fixed directions of light, it is often desired to turn a

driving-belt from a straight course. This has been accomphshed by

means of the shaft and two small pulleys shown standing in the right-

hand end of the khnostat base in fig. 3, h. This position of these

idlers is right for the klinostat to which they arc shown attached when

the khnostat is adjusted for revolution with horizontal axis. For

other purposes I have had made a cheap iron base into which the

pulley shaft is set, and this device allows a belt to be turned at right or

oblique angles anywhere desired.

Belting and couplings. —The belts used are of one-fourth inch

leather. The thimble-hke couplings screw over the ends of the belt

and hook into one another. Both belting and couphngs are common

articles of trade.

Shajt-sto^s.— It is often desirable to keep a shaft from working

out of some position in which it is placed or to prevent it being acci-

dentally pushed out of position and thus destroying the alignment

of the pulleys. For this purpose several collars are cut from half-

inch brass tubing, and each collar is provided with a set-screw. Two

such collars are shown one above and one below the small pulleys

on the vertical shaft rising from the base of the khnostat (fig. J, &)•

Besides what has been already mentioned there are several things

which might be added in commendation of this apparatus. It is

easily portable, in spite of its seeming size. The parts may all be

screwed to a movable table, or each part may be screwed to a piece of

plank and the parts then clamped to tables. The shaft supports and

bearings are easily shifted, placed nearer together or farther apart, so

that one may use many shafts of various lengths with any two sup-

ports. One end of a horizontal shaft may be made to project any

desired distance beyond a support, and the free end of the shaft may

support a klinostat or centrifuge plate, thus allowing the plants used

to be pushed into the recess of a window or into a small, closed

chamber. The pulleys can be shifted to any position on the shafts, or

any number of pulleys attached to a single shaft, thus allowing the

turn-table driven by that shaft a variety of positions, or allowng

several turn-tables to be driven from one shaft. The speed of revo-

lution can anywhere be increased or diminished, and a variciv
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speeds can be otained from the same shaft at the same time by belting

to larger or smaller steps on the pulleys.

A machine, however simple and however powerful, is of little use

unless it will accomphsh the purpose of its design. A klinostat, as

is well known, must move through any quadrant in the same time it

traverses its counter-quadrant. The experience of years has demon-

strated that the^pparatus here described is not faulty in this particular.

Of course, the loads must be balanced, and this is done as on any

klinostat. There is no danger from the creeping or stretching of the

belts. The unevenness oi

to a central svstem seems to have no effect in causing either heliotropic

motion

or geotropic curves on the Minostats, the irregularities of one minute

apparently correcting those of another, since the irregularities are not

periodic.

Cost. mimmum
^ay be given thus

:

iHr electric motor with rheostat
4HP water motor - - - - - - - • $24

.

I

I

$35 . 00

00
I worm gear

2 shaft supports *

2 ft. i in. steel shaft - '

^3-step pullev -

'^uiostat
(fig, 2, a and b) revolving on either vertical or

horizontal shaft - -

12.50 1:2.50

2.50 2.50

.12 .12

1.50 ^-50

Total cost

9.00 9.00

$49.62 or $60.62

horizc

almost

this

dow

• any lower speed, and with a klinostat revolving on either

-al or horizontal axis with speeds from the centrifuge rate

o'one revolution in four minutes. Moreover, it allows one

centrifuge and one Minostat to be operated at the same time, or two

centrifuges to be operated at the same

obtained
o with

$6 each, and with vertical axis for $9

^
^^hen one considers that the standard spring klinostats with but

^^e turn-table cost $60 to $80, it can be seen that for the same expen-
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many

efficiency of those, not counting cost of power.

construct

to give additional details; or I will gratuitously supervise the con-

struction should any one wish to have the work done by Mr. Miller.

In the latter case, application for construction should be made to

Messrs. Eberbach & Son, Ann Arbor, Mich., into whose employ Mr.

Miller has entered.

University or Michigan,

Ann Arl)or, Mich.


